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On September ll, 1990, the Attorney General'a office, Utility

and Rate Intervention Division ("AQ"), filed the following four

motions< 1) Notion to Reconsider< I) Notion to Compel and Amend

Procedural Schedule) 3) Notion to Compel Re~ Supplemental Regueat

lor lnformationi and 6) Notion to Dismiss. The Louisville Qaa and

Electrio Company t"LQaE") filed on September 17, 1990, its
reaponaea to the AQ'a motions to reconsider, to amend the

procedural schedule, and to dismiaai and liled on September 18,

1990 ita response to the motion to compel re~ supplemental

information.

Being specifically advised, the Commission hereby makes the

following analysis and findings with regards to each of the

pending motions.

AQ NOTION TO RECONSIDER

During the September 6, 1990 hearing, the AG's prior motion

to compel was granted in part and denied in part. The AG now

~eeka reconsideration of that portion of the Commission'a deci. alon

which denied the AQ'a motion to compel LQaE to provide budget

information for historic> current, and future time periods.



In support of its request for reconsideration, the AQ claims

that the budget information is relevant, may lead to the discovery

of abnormalities in the test year, and is needed to completely

analyse the test year. The AG further asserts that the

Commission's decision was erroneously based on the mistaken

assumption that the budget information was requested in

conjunction with a forecasted teat year analysis.

LGSE's response notes that the AG has neither demonstrated a

need for budget documents, nor addressed any of the substantive

reasons or legal authorities which LQaE has presented to

demonstrate that budget documents are not relevant and should not

be produced in this proceeding,

At the September 6, 1990 hearing, the Commission denied the

AG's prior motion to compel the budget documents based on the

finding thati

The utility has used an historic teat yeart not a
forecast test year. Consequentlyi 14aE's budgets are
not relevant to this case. The Commi,ssion and
intervenors have traditionally reviewed and analysed a
utility's pro forms adjustments based upon historic
financial datai not pro]actions, By their very nature,
the budget pro]actions would include significantly more
than gust the known and measurable ad]ustments allowed
to an historic test year. (Transcript o! Evidence,
September 6, 1990, page 12-13.)

At the time this decision was announced, the Commission was well

aware that the AG was requesting budget documents to analyse the

historic test year rather than a forecasted test year. While

denying those documents on the grounds of relevancy, the

Commission was merely recognising that budget documents would have

been relevant had LQaE presented a forecasted test year.



The AQ has failed to present any reason why abnormalities in

the test year are not discoverable by comparing actual financial

data for the test year with actual financial data from prior

historic periods and post test year periods. All of this actual

financial data is already in the record. As the Commission

recognised in its prior ruling, budgets will vary for a myriad of

reasons, not the least of which is the validity of the budgeting

process itself. Inquiries into LGaE's budgeting process, and the

basis for projecting revenues and expenses, are all highly complex

areas that bear no relevancy to the task in this rate case — the

normalixation of an historic test year and the analysis of known

and measurable pro forms adjustments, Thereiore, the Commission

will affirm its decision to deny production of the budget

documents.

AG MOTION TO CONPEL AND AMEND PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE

The AG claims that LQaE has continually refused to cooperate

in the discovery phase of this rate case, that LQaE does not want

to provide the AG the information he needs to present his case,
and that LGAE's two offers to produce documents were not made in

good faith because of the restrictive conditions attached to the

offers. The AG specifically argues that its inspection of LGaE's

records would take several days, but that LQSE was willing to
allow no more than two days. The AG's motion concludes by

requesting the Commission to compel LGaE to provide complete

responses to the AG's Request for Information filed on August 8,
1990 and to modify the procedural schedule by delaying the hearing



to allow additional time for analysis of the requested

information.

In its response, LOSE states that every effort has been made

to cooperate with the AQ during the discovery phase, including,

but not limited to, hand delivery of responses to data requests

and providing additional copies for the AQ' consultants. LOSE

further states that the AQ and other parties were offered an

opportunity to inspect relevant LQAE business records on August

27, 1990, but this ofier was re]ected by the AQ on the grounds

that the terms oi the offer to produce were unacceptable, Despite

attempts by LGAE to ascertain which specific terms of its offer

were unacceptable, no response was provided by the AO, LOAE's

response also recites the numerous efforts made to amicably

resolve the AQ's discovery ob]actions, including the scheduli,ng of

a second document production on September 10, 1990 to accommodate

the AG's schedule. While LGaE was willing to allow that document

inspection to occur over a two day period, it was unwilling to

commit to a four day inspection period,.

The Commission finds that the AG has failed to present any

evidence in support oi his argument that LQaE is responsible for

delays during the discovery phase of this rate case. To the

contrary, the record clearly indicates that LOaE has timely

responded to all requests for information'hile LGaE' response

to a limited number of data requests may have taken the form of an

objection, LGaE was clearly entitleS to set forth such objections

for review and decision by the Commission. Purthermore, LQaE's

offer of a two day document inspection was reasonable, especially
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so in light of the fact that LQaE had already filed voluminous

information in response to hundreds of data requests.

Had the AG participated in the two day document request, it
might then have been in a position to demonstrate to the

Commission why a total of four &aye ia neoessary. Absent such a

demonstration, there is no reasonable basis ior the Commission to

conclude that two days ia insufficient for the document

production. Therefore, the Commission will allow the AQ, and any

other interested party, to inspect the business records covered by

LQAE's prior offer to produce, i'or two consecutive days,

commencing September 25, 1990, at LQaE' offices between the hours

of 8~00 a.m. and 6~00 p.m. The parties may, by mutual agreement,

modify the dates and times for the document inspeotion to

accommodate their schedules.

Regarding the AQ's request that LQAE be compelled to provide

complete responses to each item in the AQ's Request for

Information filed on August 8, 1990, the Commission finds that

IGAE's original responses, as supplemented following the September

6, 1990 hearing, constitute full and complete responses. As to

the AQ's request to modify the procedural schedule, the Commission

notes that two other parties, Kentucky Industrial Utility
Customers and the Kentucky Cable Television Association, Inc.,
have also filed similar motions. Consequently, the Commission

will modify the procedural schedule to the extent that

intervenors'estimony will be due October 3, 1990t all requests

for information to intervenors will be due October 15, 1990> and

intervenors'esponses to requests for iniormation will be due
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October 24, 1990. This revised schedule will afiord the ya) ties
the additional time needed to analyae the data produced in

accordanoe with this Order, without the need to delay the hearing.

NOTION TO CON&EL RE) SUPPLENENTAL REQUEST FOR INFORNATION

The AO requests that the Commission compel LOaE to provide

further reayonaea to 40 of the 250 (including subyarts)

supplemental data requests filed by the AQ on August 29, 1990.
For many of the items spealfied in the Notion to Comyel, the AQ

claims that LOaE' response was unresponsive< evasive> misleading,

vague, or does not appear logical. MaE' resyonae to the AQ's

motion contains a specific description of each oi the 40 items

requested by the AQ, followed by a summary of its response. For a

number oi items, LOaE has supylemented and clarified its original

responses. For many o! the items, LQ4E claims that it fully

responded to the question aontalned in the AO' supplemental data

request, and that this motion is a thinly veiled attempt by the AQ

to compel responses to questions that dlfi'er from those originally

yroyaunded,

Baaed on a review of LQaE's responses to the AG's

8uyylemental Information Request, the Commission hereby finds that

LQ4E has fully and aompletely responded to AQ Item Nos. 3) 6>

7(d) i 8(b), (d), (e), (f), and (g)) 10(a}> 11(b) i 19(e), (f), (h),
(k), and (m)) 20) 28, 28(a)> 31> 32> 36) 38> 39) 48(a)i 54> 58)

65) and 67. The Commission further finds that LGaE's responses ta
the following items are incomplete and should be supplemented as

noted>

AO No. 4) LGaE has answered the question but not
provided copies of work papers or other



AG No. 9l

AO Nos ~ 15
and 16

AO No, 19(d) l

AO No. 19(1)l

AG No. 19(n) l

AO No. 19(o) l

AG Now 34l

AG No. 37l

documentation as requested, LOaE should
yrovide these items.

LOaE' oliginal resyonse, as suyplemented by
ita response to the Notion to ComPel, states
thaC the information requested is not in the
aotuarial reports that are in LOaE's
possession. LoaE should make those actuarial
reports available to the AQ for inspection
and copying.

LQaE should yrovide the infarmation as
requested. Although LOaE is not seeking rate
recovery oi certain expenses, information
relating to those exyrnses is relevant to
determine whether rate-recovery of similar
~xyenses is apyropriate.

LOaE's response does not indioate whether the
hi,gher level of expense in Account 513 is
exprotrd to continue on a recurring basis.
LOaE should providr a direct response to the
questione

LQaE's responar yravides no explanation as to
why thr level of expensr incurred during the
tesC year's appropriatr en a gaing-forward
baai», LOSE should provide a specific,
detailed explanation ta this request.

LQaE should pravide a specific identification
of all additional computer equipment and the
rental charges which increased costa in
Account 931 in the teat year over that of the
prier prriod.

LQaE should provide the en-going level of
maintenance expense as a result of thr move
to the new offices.
LOaE's response is incomplete to the extent
that an explanation has not been provided as
to why each amount included in Account 190 is
appropriaCe as an increase ta rate base.
LOaE should yrovidr the explanation as to
each amount included in the referenced
account.

LQaE's response is incomplete to the extenC
that it has slot stated whether it will
continue to incur the level of commitment
fees incurred during the test year once
Trimble County has been completed. LOaE
should resyond to this question,
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AQ No. 48(e)~ LGaE should provide the aubaccount aa
requested in the AQ's Motion to Compel.

AG No. 50> LGaE should provide the insurance rates in
effect prior to the teat year so that they
can be compared to those in effect during the
teat year.

NOTION TO DISNISS

The AQ alleges that LQAE's iailure to timely respond to data

reguests is a calculated attempt to frustrate the AG's ability to

fully participate in this proceeding, that LGAE is either

overwhelmed by the magnitude of this case or acting in bad faith,

and that the delays resulting from LQsE's actions constitute due

process violations. LGaE'a response claims that any delays are

the result of the AG's own desire to not comply with the

procedural schedule. LQaE points to the AG's summary rejection of

the offers to produce and the AG's i'allure to respond to LQSE

correspondsncea offering to discuss discovery disputes in an

attempt to resolve them expeditiously.

The Commission finds no merit to the AG's Motion to Dismiss.

As stated above in the discussion of the AG'a Notion to Compel and

Amend Procedural Schedule, the evidence clearly demonstrates that

LGaE has timely responded to requests for discovery. As to the

AG's claim of infringement of its due process rights, no case law

or statutory reference is cited to support the claim, and the

Commission finds such claim to be untenable on its face. LGSE has

provided responses to hundreds of reguests for information

propounded by the AG. The AQ, as well as the other intervenors,

have been afforded the right to conduct meaningful discovery.
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IT ZS THEREFORE ORDERED that t

1. The AQ'a motion requesting the Commission to reconsider

ita Order entered into the record during the hearing on September

6< 1990 be and it hereby ia denied.

2. The AQ'a Notion to Compel and Amend Procedural Schedule

be and it hereby ia granted to the extent that IA'aE shall allow

inspeotion and copying of those business records previously

offered for production, at z44E offices for two consecutive days,

commencing September 25, 1990, between 8>00 a.m. and 6<00 p.m.

The procedural schedule attached as Appendix A to the Commission'a

July 20, 1990 Order b» and it hereby is modified to the extent

that Zntervenors shall file their testimony no later than October

3, 1990< request for information to Zntervenors shall be due no

Inter than October 1,6r 1990< and Intervenors shall mail or deliver

responses to requests for information no later than October 24,

1990 a

3. The AQ'a Notion to Compel Ret Supplemental Data Request

is granted to the extent that IdaE shall provide by September 26,

1990 the additional information specified in the findings above in

response to the AQ' Supplemental Data Requests.

4. The AQ's Notion to Dismiss be and it hereby is denied.

Done at Frankfort, Eentucky, this 21st day of September, 1990.

PUBLZ SERVICE NNISSZ

l

Executive Director issionsr'


